KWEST Multi Academy
Trust has granted a
spectacular experience for
children in Norfolk at
Cadbury World. In
March 2019 the children
will be granted funding to
go on a once in a lifetime
trip.
Alison Hughes and Paul
Donkersloot should be
awarded a raise due to
them offering the most
superb trip to local
children at St Germans
Academy.
The children in the 5/6
class at St Germans
(Ladybirds) are studying
a new topic called ‘It’s
not Fair’ and throughout
this topic they are
learning about Fair Trade
amongst other things.
The Ladybirds class
expressed a huge interest
in visiting Cadbury World
in Birmingham. This was
so they could learn about
how a Fair Trade
business is run, how Fair
Trade products are made
and also being able to
have a taste of Fair Trade
products.
One of the students at St
Germans Academy
(Ethan, age 10) excitedly

quoted ‘KWEST are an
amazing Academy Trust
as they grant children the
money for lifetime
experiences that they
might not get again!’

KWEST have done such a
lovely thing for these
well-mannered children
and they deserve to
achieve great things due
to their generosity.

KWEST have 5 core
values. These are;
Capacity, Community,
Inclusion, Independence
and Excellence. They are
astounding. They are
giving the children the
capacity to learn because
they are allowing them to
attend a location which
will fulfil their learning
even further in a fun way.
They are making them
part of the community
because they are giving
them the tools they need
to learn more about the
Fair Trade community.
They are feeling
‘inclusion’ from them
because they are letting
them go to somewhere
where other schools can
benefit from as well. They
are feeling independent
because they can go
somewhere else in the
United Kingdom to
explore due to KWEST
giving them their wings to
fly. They are also feeling
excellence because they
are learning to their full
ability and expanding
their learning in ideal
locations elsewhere.

A child (Jasmine, age 9)
made the remark ‘I really
appreciate the offer from
them, they’re my heroes!’

The children are learning
about Fair Trade and
KWEST are enabling
them to visit the biggest

The children needed a
huge amount of £600 for
the coach and £700 to
get into Cadbury World;
that’s a colossal total of
£1300. The children are
so lucky to have been
given the money from the
KWEST Multi Academy
trust and as Reece
(Ladybirds student, age
11) stated ‘We are very
privileged to be given this
opportunity!’
Miss Burrell, the teacher
of the St Germans class
has said ‘We are all small
schools with only a few
over 100 children each;
so to give us this money
is a great thing!’

Fair Trade Multinational
company in Britain.
Finally, Connor
(Ladybirds student, age
10) exclaimed ‘Going to
Cadbury’s World will be
one of the best
experiences ever and it is
very educational as we
will learn life skills –
thankyou for letting us go
KWEST!’
If you feel equally blissful
and proud in your local
Academy trust and you
think KWEST should be
recognised for their
generosity then please
tweet them at
@KWESTTerrificTrust.
Alternatively, you could
email at
KWEST@magnificientmail
.co.uk.
Or you can post them a
letter at:
KWEST Multi Academy
Trust,
Super Street,
Thankful Town,
Clever County
L0V3 K1D5

